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To the best of their ability, they have pursued aggressive

and innovative cost-containment measures to ensure that

valuable resources are used in the most efficient manner to

improve the achievement gap and the state’s graduation

rates. NYSSBA and the school board members we represent

will continue to be eager partners in the quest for innovative

and fundamental change in public education. 

School districts face a particularly challenging fiscal situation

in 2013, with total state and local revenue under the respec-

tive caps covering little more than required increases in the

state and teachers’ retirement systems and employee health

care. Additionally, we understand that Superstorm Sandy has 

increased the state fiscal obligations tremendously and 

most affected those school districts that typically largely fund 

themselves. 

NYSSBA pledges its continued collaboration with state 

officials in seeking bold, innovative improvement, knowing

that New York State can ill afford to fail our recovering 

economy. Therefore, NYSSBA’s 2013 Reform Agenda as 

presented here supports fiscally sound educational reforms

centered on budget priorities, governance and management,

and employee relations.

Collaboration
As elected community leaders, school
board members have worked to meet 
the expectations of improved student
achievement without overburdening
property taxpayers. 



•  Reform the state aid spending cap for education. If this cap is
to remain in place, it must be based on a 10-year average of 
personal income growth, an approach more closely aligned to
the state’s health care cap. Furthermore, the state aid funding
formula must be recalibrated and reactivated to adjust for current
costs and deep degrees of poverty. Our schools can’t face
today’s challenges with yesterday’s funding methodology.

•  Allow school districts to bond pension cost increases. This
year these costs will consume nearly half the revenue available
under the state aid and local tax levy caps. While they are cur-
rently the highest they’ve been in a generation, the cost of bor-
rowing is extremely low. Both students and taxpayers would be
far better served by paying these costs over time, allowing us to
meet the immediate educational needs of our children. 

•  Keep competitive performance grants out of state education
aid. These grants require data collection and administrative 
resources that are unavailable to many low-wealth school 
districts. Diverting any significant amount of aid into such a 
program detracts from desperately needed operating aid. 

•  Provide state aid for transportation of students in child safety
zones within school districts when hazards of any type have been
demonstrated to jeopardize student safety in walking to and from
school. Student safety depends less on mileage to and from
schools than on the conditions they face while walking. 

•  Enact school tax stabilization legislation if gas exploration
(fracking) occurs. New York State has historically been slow to
react to changes in the wealth status of local school districts.
Prior to allowing large-scale gas exploration in rural areas, the
state must establish a system of adjusting its aid to changing 
fiscal circumstances.

•  Require the state to fully fund the writing and scoring of all
mandatory state tests for grades 3-8. Standardized testing is a
state mandate, imposed at a time of very limited local resources.
Simply put, what the state wants, the state should pay for. 
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•  Enable local school districts to create regional secondary schools
when districts determine them to be educationally and fiscally 
appropriate. The creation of regional secondary schools retains 
the local convenience of the elementary and middle schools, while 
providing the economic and educational benefits of regionalization 
at higher grade levels. 

•  Allow school districts to adjust contingency budgets for growth 
in the local tax base under the property tax cap. There is no need to 
eliminate educational programs and services when an expanding tax
base would obviate cuts with no increase in individual tax payments. 
In addition, only school district-sponsored ballot propositions should
count toward the requirement of a supermajority vote. 
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•  Change the Triborough Amendment. Currently it requires school districts to
pay automatic step increments on salary schedules to members of bargaining
units after the expiration of the contract. It forces staffing layoffs and harmful
cuts to educational programs and services. This is unjust to students and the
taxpayers that support them. 

•  Continue efforts to allow school districts to factor in educational need, resource
requirements and staff qualifications in addition to seniority in determining
staffing reductions. This will allow districts to retain our best educators in the
midst of an era of staffing reductions, program reorganization and education 
reform.

•  Enact further reforms of the teacher discipline (3020-a) system. Include
changes that: 

1.  Establish a state hearing panel to hear and decide 3020-a cases

2.  Authorize school districts to terminate a tenured teacher without a
3020-a hearing if;

a.  they have been convicted of child abuse in an educational 
setting, or

b.  their teaching certificate has been revoked by the State 
Education Department, or

c.  they have failed to obtain permanent certification in the 
requisite time period

3.  Clarify that teachers must cooperate in the school district investigation
of 3020-a charges against them

4.  Eliminate paid suspension for teachers awaiting 3020-a proceedings, 
or caps the length of time they are paid

5.  Require teachers facing 3020-a hearings to disclose the nature of 
their defense prior to the hearing 

•  Establish a maximum employer (taxpayer) contribution for employee and 
retiree health care costs. School employee health care is fast absorbing funds
desperately needed for instruction. 

Employee Relations 



•  Allow BOCES and their component school districts to create a common calendar and 
include common bell schedules to facilitate distance learning, shared programming and
regional transportation. There is little question that the future of public education will 
include expanded digital learning opportunities. Increased regionalization in instruction
demands coordination of such scheduling. 

•  Enable local school districts to determine whether to require seat-time for course credit
and/or graduation requirement. Our current requirement of 180 hours of instruction to 
receive credit for a course is outmoded, educationally counterproductive and limiting for
our best and brightest students. Early college programs and the growing availability and
use of online learning and internships demand the jettisoning of this outdated mandate.
Sound educational practice demands that students be afforded opportunities reflecting
their individual learning capabilities.

• Restructure special education services. New York State’s approach to special education 
is quickly and thoroughly overtaking its ability to provide programs and services to 
students in the remainder of the educational spectrum, with no fewer than 200 state 
mandates beyond federal requirements. The state must set a date certain beyond which
all 200 nonfederal special education mandates would be repealed. In conjunction with
that repeal, NYSSBA proposes a legislative commission to determine (in the interim) 
which of those mandates are essential to our continued ability to provide sound 
educational programs to students receiving a specialized education and exempt them
from the general repeal.

• Establish a framework creating a comprehensive standard to ensure the safe handling 
of student and staff information collected and transported by data collecting systems. 
Vastly expanded standardized student testing has prompted data collection and dissemi-
nation of personalized student identifying information, whose privacy and safety simply
must be protected. A data-driven accountability system demands strict privacy protection.
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